Vegetables

Vegetables
 There are two different types of vegetable planting:
 Direct Sow: These are things like peas, corn, beans, all
your leafy greens, most of your root veggies and
potatoes. Mostly cool weather veggies (they do well in
cooler weather)
 Pre started in doors or purchased already to plant:
These are things like broccoli, cabbage, celery, onion,
peppers, cucumbers, melons, squashes, mostly the
warm weather veggies (they do well in warm weather).

Vegetables
 How to start plants in doors:
❖ Being that our last spring frost date is June 1st, which is the

safest time to put out plants started in doors. These plants are
started in doors because our growing season is too short for
them to be direct sown outside.


Vegetables:

 Tomatoes: Start 6-8 weeks before last spring frost(LSF)- April





1st.
Peppers, eggplants, onions: 10 weeks before LSF- March 24th.
Cucumbers, squash, pumpkins: 4 weeks LSF -May 4th.
Cabbages, cauliflower, broccoli: 6 weeks LSF- Apr 21St.
Celery: 5 weeks LSF- Apr 28th.

Vegetables
 How to start plants in doors cont:
 Do not use potting soil or garden soil to start seeds indoors.





Its to heavy and will suffocate the seed roots.
Potting soil has wood chunks in it, not good for small seeds.
Potting soil has fertilizer in it which will burn the small plants.
Garden soil is too heavy. Plus there is bacteria that lowers the survival
rate.
Use soilless mix which contains peat moss (8 parts), vermiculite (1 part),
and perlite (1 part).
Buy a good quality brand. A cheap brand may contain potting soil or
garden soil. You can make your own.
You can also purchase starter pucks. You need a container with a clear lid
and 4-6 hole starter cells.
Fill your 4-6 pack starter cells with the soilless mix and put into the
plastic tray. Soak this with warm to hot water. Do Not use cold water,
takes too long to absorb cold water. Warm water helps germinate.

Vegetables
 How to start plants indoors cont:





Plant seeds according to the package instructions.
Put clear lid on.
Keep moist by watering in the bottom of the tray not on the plants.
Most plants need light and heat to germinate.
 Usually around 70F or 21C.

 16 hours of daylight.

 To prevent damping off (plants rotting in the trays), put a small fan in the room
to lightly circulate the air. You can also use a mild to medium strength
chamomile tea in the water.
 If you don’t have adequate natural light (basement windows), you can add
reflective material (foil, emergency blankets) behind your plants to increase
the light reflection on the plants.
 Once the plants have a couple sets of true leaves, you can start fertilizing them
with seed starting fertilizer.

Vegetables
 Hardening off: acclimatising your plants to

the outdoors
 Gradually increase from shade to sun exposure outside.

This will take 3-4 days.
 Slightly decreasing watering to accustom to the
outdoors.
 Once they are hardened off and have passed the frost
dates, you can begin to plant them in the ground.
 Sometimes you can give warm weather plants protection
with water wells or row covers for a few weeks.

Vegetables
 Gardening Methods: There are many ways

to lay out your vegetable garden.

 Rows:
 The most typical type
 A lot of unused space in walk ways
 Easy to plant in strips
 Easy to hoe and use tiller
 Raised rectangular mounds (can be permanent)
 Yields up to 4 times more than planting in rows
 Less compaction because of less walkways
 They are usually 4ft wide with sloping sides of dirt
 Depth is usually 12-16 inches
 Less weeding because you can mulch the walkways
 Soil warms sooner so can plant sooner
 These mounds can be hoed and tilled with small tiller
 Can be rebuilt each year or left in place. If rebuilt a lot weeding will be required

Vegetables
 Gardening Methods: There are many ways

to lay out your vegetable garden (cont).
 Straw bales:









You need chemical free straw bales
Line the bales in the pattern you want on their sides
Should be wrapped with heavy plastic to help keep moisture in and hold
bale in place as decomposes
Water the bale daily until they are saturated. Soaker hose works best
Sprinkle a nitrogen heavy fertilizer on it everyday wash in with water.
After two weeks, you can put potting soil on top and plant in it like a
normal garden
No weeding
No bending

Vegetables
 Gardening Methods: There are many ways to
lay out your vegetable garden (cont).
 Planting bags:
 Purchase good quality potting soil
 Lay them down in the configuration that you want
 Cut squares in bag where you want to put plants or seeds.
 Poke holes through the squares all the way through the bottom of
the bag to allow for proper drainage.
 Plant in the squares seeds or plants.
 Some bending
 No weeding, tilling, hoeing
 This soil can be reused in other areas for the next year

Vegetables
 Gardening Methods: There are many ways to
lay out your vegetable garden (cont).
 Permanent Structures: 1) Rectangular raised bed with

wooden sides.









Usually 2-3ft above ground
Easy to sit on if it has a ledge to work
Good when garden soil is poor/ can create better soil
Can have a longer growing season with warm beds
More expensive to make
Expense to fill the box with soil
When done, easier to maintain and less expensive

Vegetables
 Gardening Methods: There are many ways to
lay out your vegetable garden (cont).
 Permanent Structure: 2) Wooded square foot raised










Square foot shape usually 4-5ft square
Aprox 6inches high
More intense planting
Plants are placed in 12 inch square formation( hand weeding only)
Weed free soil is a must
Garden soil will have way to many weeds and will seriously frustrate
you because everything must be hand weeded
Amounts of plants per sq ft: 1-broccoli, kale, head lettuce, tomato,
potato, and sweet pepper. 4- Swiss chard and Leaf lettuce. 9- beans,
peas and leeks. 36- Carrots, spinach, onion and radish.

Vegetables
 Gardening Methods: There are many ways

to lay out your vegetable garden (cont).
 Permanent Structures: 3) Container gardening
 For limited space
 Or those that just choose to plant in containers
 Limited weeding
 More watering required
 Many varieties developed for containers
 Minimum of 1 foot diameter for planting most except squash
need 2ft diameter
 Spacing for vegetables planted in square foot gardening is
available online or books on the subject

Vegetables
 Improving your yields:
 You can improve garden production with better use of space and

therfor a smaller garden plot








1) wide row planting or band planting:
 Grown in 18 inch wide srtips instead of single strips
 Yields are higher than single rows
 Cultivation and weeding is easier
2) Succession planting:
 Planting a new crop into a finished crop area so no vacant soil
 Relay planting: planting the same variety every two weeks until last planting
date allowed
 This assures always fresh vegetables
 Ex: always fresh lettuce or spinatch
 Planting early, mid and late maturing dates of the same variety on the same
day
3) Inter planting:
 Growing plants that are compatable
 Planting fast growing beside slow growing plants
 Planting small plants between tall plants
 Planting one variety shallow rooted with another deep rooted variety
4) Companion planting:
 Planting certain varieties beside each other to benefit both

Vegetables
 Improving your yields cont:
 Companion planting: Do not plant these together!
 Cucumbers-Potatoes
 Broccoli- Lettuce
 Chard-Beans
 Peas-Onion
 Pepper- Broccoli and Kale
 Beets- Beans and Tomatoes
 Onion- Beans and Peas
 Pepper- Beans and Broccoli
 Kale- Beans, Pepper and Tomatoes
 Tomatoes- Beets, Kale, and Potatoes
 Beans- Beets, Pepper, Kale, Onion, and Chard

Vegetables
 Crop Rotation:
 Yearly planting of different verities in the same area to

avoid disease and nutrient depletion.




There are three different types of crops that you rotate
 1) Soil Builder/ fixers: Legumes, peas & beans which take
nitrogen from the air and put it into the soil
 2) Heavy feeders: Plants which require a huge amount of
nitrogen to grow. The cucumber and squash family, cabbage
family, and tomato family
 3) Light feeders: Plant that need very little nitrogen to grow. A
lot of the root family.
Rotate the crops yearly where a light feeder follows the heavy
feeder and the heavy feeder follows the soil builder.

Vegetables
 Determining your frost dates:
 Using a calendar, note your last spring frost date. Go to the Saturday that








corresponds to that date. Ie: June 2nd 2018. Mark that Saturday with a 0. Now go
backwards on each Saturday, marking from 1-12 on the calendar. These numbers
correspond to the indoor planting weeks that you need to start plants.
Go forward from June 2nd (0) and mark 1-21 on each Saturday. Ending for 2018 is
Oct 20th.
This determines the mature date for direct sown seeds.
For plants started indoors the date you count for the maturity date is from when
you planted them in the ground.
Go to the average first fall frost date. Most areas in central Alberta are the last
week in August to the first week of September. Sep 1st for 2018
Mark on your calendar starting on Sept 1st at 0 and go backwards 12 Saturdays.
These saturdays will indicate up to which week you can last sow to insure you'll
get a crop before the first frost date. Eg: Beans: plant every 2weeks up to 8 weeks
before FFF . The last Saturday to plant would be July 14th.

Vegetables
 Determining your frost dates cont:
 Some of the most common plants for succession planting: (small rows so you always

have fresh crop coming on)





















Bean- bush green and yellow- Sow every 1-2 weeks up to 8 weeks before 1st fall frost (FFF)
Beans- Pole, broad bean, soy bean- 1 planting only
Beets- Every 2-3 weeks up to 8 weeks before FFF
Broccoli- Every 2-3 weeks up to 11 weeks before FFF
Cabbage- Early verities- Every 3 weeks up to 10 weeks before FFF
 For broccoli and Cabbage one the soil warms up (june 1st), the seeds can be started in the
ground.
Carrots- 2-3 weeks up to 8 weeks before FFF
Cauliflower- Every 2-3 weeks up to 9 weeks before FFF
Cucumber- pickling and slicing- 2-3 weeks up to 7 weeks before FFF
Kolirobi- 2 weeks up to 4 weeks before FFF
Lettuce- Head- 1 Planting only
Lettuce- Romaine- Every 2-3 weeks up to 11 weeks FFF
Lettuce- Leaf- Every 2-3 weeks up to 7 weeks before FFF
Onion- Bunching- 3-4 weeks up to 9 weeks before FFF
Peas- all varieties- Every 2-3 weeks up to 10 weeks before FFF
Radishes- Every week (except for the hot summer days) up to 4 weeks before FFF
Spinach- Every 2 weeks (except hot days of summer) up to 7 weeks before FFF
Corn- Early and mid- Every 3 weeks until 10 weeks before FFF
Turnip- Summer (purple top) Every 3 weeks up to 8 weeks before FFF

Vegetables
 Before you start planting, you need to journal what

varieties and location of plants in your garden. Name
tags on the row are very important
 Planting Vegetables:
 Vegetables are classified into two categories:
 1) Warm season: Grown mostly for fruit and seed. This
includes; tomatoes, peppers, eggplants, cucumbers, squash,
melons, corn, and beans. These plants are generally started
inside because they need a longer growing season.
 2) Cool season: Grown mostly leaf, root and bulbs. These
include beets, broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower, lettuce, parsnip,
turnip, peas, radish, potato, spinach, chard, and onions.

Vegetables
 Some vegetables are shade tolerant and they include peas,

carrots, lettuce, spinach, Chinese cabbage and bunch
onions.
 Thinning rows: This is the most neglected part of
gardening because it seems to be the most misunderstood.
The only exception to thinning is pees, beans and potatoes.
The rest of the plants need to be thinned. As soon as
seedlings are large enough to handle.
 Example: Lettuce: When planted, thin to a couple of inches

apart. Once they grow and touch, thin to 6 inches apart (eat
the greens). Then when they grow and touch again, thin to 12
inches apart or recommended final spacing.

Vegetables
 Planting:
 Beans/ legumes: Will be referred to as snap, shelling, or
dry. Some bean types are best suited for one purpose or
some are multi purpose.




1) Snap bean: is a bean picked when the pods are tender and
the whole bean is eaten.
2) Shelling: Is when the pod is partially mature and the beans
are shelled like peas and the immature seed is eaten.
3) Dry: Is when the pods are left to mature and the seeds are
soaked and used for cooking. These seeds can also be used for
replanting the next year.
 All varieties can be left to mature and used for replanting the
next year.

Vegetables
 Planting:
 Beans/legumes: There are 4 basic types of beans.
 1) Green or yellow bush beans. About 1 ft tall. Usually grown as a
snap bean. Some varieties are multi purpose.
 2) Pole/ runner beans: 8 ft tall. Need support. They are usually multi
purpose. Most familiar one is the scarlet runner which is edible as a
steamed green bean also used as an ornamental.
 3) Fava/lima/broad bean: 3 ft tall. Support beneficial. Can be
pinched back once the pods are set. This is best as a shelling and a
dry bean.
 4) Soy bean: 3 ft tall. Most varieties are for shelling. Edaname is the
green seed state of the soy been. Some varieties are suited for dry.
 A good website for bean varieties is: www.prseeds.ca

Vegetables
 Planting:
 Beans:
 One the plant starts flowering and beans are produced, regular picking








will keep the plants producing. As long as you keep picking while the
plant is flowering, it will keep producing.
Seeds after last spring frost date. Beans can not take any frost. Don’t
plant seeds in the same spot as previous year. Can plant in succession
(every few weeks by the chart). Or early, mid and late verities.
Don’t let plants dry out too much because the flowers on the plant will
drop and no pods will be made.
Beans are prone to “rust” which means do not touch the plants when
the leaves are wet. Also try not to water leaves late in the evening.
Best planted with an inoculant (bought at a garden centre). This helps
plant make nitrogen available to them.

Vegetables
 Planting:
 Peas/legumes: There are 4 main types. Smooth,

wrinkled, and edible.







1) Smooth seed: Are hardy and endure low temperatures but
flavour is not as good. These are Laxton progress or Little
marvel.
2) Wrinkled seed: Not quite as hardy but these are the most
popular. These are Lincoln or Homesteader.
3) Edible: Which are sugar snaps or snow peas.
4) Climbing peas: These are later varities. A variety is called
Telephone.

Vegetables
 Planting:
 Peas/ legumes:
 Plant with inoculant.
 Plant early. As soon as you can work your garden. They will not






germinate in high temperatures.
They need water mostly when setting flowers or filling the pods.
Pinch off the tops of the plants when you pick your first pods which
encourages new pods to grow and extends your crop.
Pick peas when pods are filled. If left to get to big the sugar is lost and
turns to starch.
During hot weather peas will loose their sugar content and if picked
and not refrigerated, they will also loose their sugar content.
When harvesting is over, if you cut the plants off at the ground instead
of pulling, the roots will stay in the ground and the nitrogen from the
roots will be absorbed into the ground.

Vegetables
 Planting:
 Beets:
 To germinate well, the temperature has to be a min of 40F or 4C.
 The seed of a beet is actually a group of seeds.
 Each one contains 2-4 seeds so they will need to be thinned 4-5 inches

apart. (eat the thinning's as steamed greens).

 Carrots:
 Germinate at 45-65F or 7-18C in moist soil
 They may be slow to germinate. You can cover with a board to help

germination.
 If planted thick, pick when young to about 2 inches apart for mature
carrots.
 Hoe up around the plants to prevent greening of the crown.

Vegetables
 Planting:
 Parsnip:
 You have to use new seed each year. The seed is not viable after 1 yr.
 They are also slow to germinate. Takes 15-21 days. Cover with a plank to help

germinate.
 Plant as soon as the ground can be worked. Likes cold temp to germ.
 They can be left in the ground over the winter which makes them very sweet. But
they need to be picked as soon as the ground is thawed. They will become toxic if left
to grow.

 Radish:





They do best in cool weather.
Takes 3 weeks to one month to mature
Plant seeds 2-3 inches apart
Many small plantings is best.

 Turnip: Two types:
 Summer or white: Thin to 4 inches apart. Eat when 3 inches in diam.
 Fall and winter: Rutabaga/ Sweede: Yellow flesh. Thin to 8 inch apart. Best after a
frost

Vegetables
 Solonaceous Fruits
 Tomatoes
 To get a good crop it should be started indoors
 Transplanted outdoors after last spring frost
 Use a fertilizer special for tomatoes with high phosphorous fertilizer
 There are many variety of tomatoes, look for flavour (can go to farmers market to
sample)
 Labels do help describe, but ask what others grow
 Look for function ie. Slicing - Beefsteak, salad – cherry, cooking – roma
 If you have limited space you’ll want to grow a patio tomato (compact)
 Determinate bush – only site a limit number of fruit, they do not need to be
pruned
 Indeterminate – they require staking, continuous grow and supply of tomatoes,
best to be pruned
 Semi-determinate – they grow tall like a vine and need support, but don’t need to
be pruned
 In the fall pinch the top of the plant to stop grow and encourage established fruit
to mature
 Vining tomatoes – small cherry size fruit, no pruning needed, but will require
support to grow on
 Disease resistance will be listed on tag of the variety you purchase

Vegetables
 Solonaceous Fruits
 Peppers








These are naturally a perennial tropical plant, that is grown as
a annual
They need to be start indoors up to 10 weeks before last spring
frost
They don’t set fruit below 60 F or 15 C (a warm sun protected
area is best)
As soon as the plant sets fruit water with a tomato fertilizer

Vegetables
 Solonaceous Fruits
 Eggplant




Need to be start indoors like tomatoes and peppers
Can’t take any cold
Best raised in a sheltered warm sunny spot, or in a greenhouse

Vegetables
 Leafy Vegetables:
 Lettuce, spinach, chard, kale, etc.
 Thin in three stages






Thin to 3” apart when plants are small
Let them grow until they touch
Thin to 6” apart
When they touch
Thin to 12” apart

 Use high nitrogen fertilizer at 6 weeks to produce rapid

growth
 Spinach – can sow in late April, as soon as you can work the
ground. Don’t seed in hot weather, it will bolt and go to seed.

Vegetables
 Leafy Vegetables:
 New Zealand Spinach – not related to regular spinach,
will grow in hot weather and will produce throughout
the summer
 Chard – easy to grow, harvest outer leaves throughout
the season
 Kale – quite resistance to heat, hardy, sweeter after frost,
use when leaves are young (older leaves are tough)
 Chinese cabbage, pokchoy, etc. – different variety worth
trying

